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Abstract 
This paper develops maximum likelihood (ML) estimation 
schemes for finite-state semi-Markov chains in white Gaus­
sian noise. We assume that the semi-Markov chain is char­
acterised by transition probabilities of known parametric 
form with unknown parameters. We reformulate this hid­
den semi-Markov model (HSM) problem in the scalar case 
as a. two-vector homogeneous hidden Markov model (HMM) 
problem in which the state consist of the signal augmented 
by the time to last transition. W ith this reformulation we 
apply the expectation Ma.ximumisa.tion (EM) algorithm to 
obtain ML estimates of the transition probability param­
eters, Markov state levels and noise variance. To demon­
strate our proposed schemes, motivated by neuro-biological 
applications, we use a. damped sinusoidal parameterised 
function for the transition probabilities. 
1 Introduction 
Hidden Markov models (HMMs) with homogeneous ( time 
invariant)· tranaition probabilities have been widely used 
in communication system, speech processing ud biologi­
cal signal processing. However, in some neuro-biological 
systems and computer communication networks the transi­
tion probabilities of tb .. Markov chain are a function of the 
time to last transition. That is, the transition probabilities 
depend on the time the Markov chain has spent in a partic­
ular state. Such inhomogeneous Markov chains are termed 
semi-Markov chains. 
In this paper we propose maximum likelihood (ML) esti­
mation schemes for finite-state semi-Markov chains in white 
Gaussian noise. We assume that the semi-Markov chain is 
ch&ra.cterised by transition probabilities of known paramet­
ric form with unknown parameters. We reformulate this 
hidden semi-Markov model (HSM) problem in the scalar 
case as a. two-vector homogeneous hidden Markov model 
(HMM) problem in which the state consist of the signal 
augmented by the time to last transition. W ith this refor­
mulation we apply the expectation Ma.ximumisa.tion (EM) 
algorithm to obtain ML estimates of the transition probabil­
ity parameters, Markov state levels and noise variance. It is 
theoretically possible in some semi-Markov models that the 
number of possible discrete state for the time to last tran­
sition is the number of observation in the data. set. How­
ever, it turns out that in many models with practical signif­
icance (including DEDS models which we describe below) 
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the number of q uantisa.tion levels for this time variable C<Ul 
be significantly reduced via. aggregation and thus leads to 
substantial reduction in computational requirements. 
To demonstrate our proposed schemes, motivated by neuro­
biological applications, we consider one example of a. param. 
eterised function for the transition probabilities. This con­
sists of a. damped exponentially decaying sinusoidal (DEDS) 
function with unknown parameters including amplitude, 
phase, frequency and decay rate. This signal model is used 
in the bio-phyiscalliterature to model ion channel current& 
in cell membranes. 
The paper is organised as follows: In Section 2 we describe 
a. semi-Markov Model. In section 3 we show how the genera! 
semi-Markov model from Section 2 can be reformulated so 
as to be equivalent to standard Markov model. The moat 
important condition for equivalent will be shown to be the 
aggregation of states. W hen a semi-Markov model is then 
hidden in noise we call it a. hidden semi-Markov model. The 
standard hidden semi-Markov problem is formulated here. 
In Section 4, we develop the re-estimation formulae for the 
HSMM problem described in Section 3. In Section ?, we 
apply a particular function to the previous re-estimation 
formulae and demonstrate the le&rning characteristic of the 
adaptive estimation. 
2 Problem Formulation 
In this section first the signal model is t!escribed. Next we 
reformulate the scalar semi-Markov Hidden M&rkov models 
as augmented 2-vector Hidden Markov Models. To do this 
we develop the idea of state aggregation. 
2.1 Signal Model 
We first describe a. general scalar finite-state semi-Markov 
model. Then a.n example of one such model called Damped 
exponentially Decaying sinusoidal (DEDS) which has neuro­
biological applications is given. ADD A bit about decaying 
states and aggregation 
Multi-state semi-Markov model 
Consider a. discrete-time, finite-state stochastic process �k• 
k ?: 0, where for each lc, �k is a. random variable taking 
on a finite number N. of possible states q1, .. . , qN,. As· 
sume that the parameterised transition probabilities af1(k), 
D. 
parameterised by 9, are defined a.t time k as af1(k) == 
P(�Hl = q;i-'k = qi)· In a. semi-Markov model af1(k) 
is a. function of the time to the last transition at time lc, 
denoted tk, and so is a function of the form: 
af;(tk): tk ,_. [0, 1) for i,j E [1, N.) (2.1) 
since ao; are probabilities. 
For convenience we work wi�h �he number of diacrete-�ime 
,..m plea a.f�er the lu� transition rather �han �he ac�ual time. 
chua for a sampling time interval ofT., t,. is quan�ited to 
� nnite numbet Nt of possible in��ger values 7'11 • • •  , 'TN,, 
,uch aa r; = i or r; = 2i. Without any computational 
otfort and memory cona�ra.inta, it would be reuona.ble to 
tue r; aa the integer i, fori= 1, . .. ,Nt. An upper bound 
e>n .Vt is the total number of observations in the data set. 
!!owever, a.s described later, sta�e aggregation a.llows Nt 
10 be bounded by more realistic values. Notice tha.t when 
1> ( t �,) is independent of tk, the transition proba.bilities are 
,�dependent of time, and "k reduces to a homogeneous first 
,,der Markov procesa. 
oEDS example 
:n our case the number of physical states is limited to N. = 
� a.nd the transition probabilities vary as 
Ll:,(t0) = exp( -r;t.)(do + b; sin(w; t,. + t/>;)) + <; 
<(t•) = 1- af,(t�o) 
•• 
..  
07 
06 
01 
(2.2) 
10 ll 14 16 II » 
Figure 2.1: r = 0.3,d = .3,b = .4,w = 1,t/> = O,c = .4 
Exponentially Decaying States 
Here the state levels decay a.s the cha.in rema.ins in state. 
That is, we a.ssume that transitions occur at time instants 
�. 2 Ll., .. . , ILl., (1 + 1) Ll., .... Also the state decays over the 
>ntervals [ILl.+ 1, (l + 1) Ll.] as follows 
:r ''4+! = qi then "• = pk-(IA+l)% k E [1Ll.+1, (l+1)Ll.J 
(2.3) 
2.2 Formulation of semi-Markov process as a vec-
tor homogeneous Markov process 
The class of scalar semi-Markov models in (2.1) can be mod­
•ll@d as a. homogeneous first order 2-vector Markov procesa 
u follows: Define the 2-vector process S,. a.s S,. = (.s,., to) 
for each k ::=: 0. Clearly S k is a finite-state process with 
·'1 == N, Nt states. Here Ntis taken a.s the maximum dura.­
tlon time in any state considering the observation sequence 
'>(length T. 
It ia easily shown that the 2-vector stochastic process S,., 
u defined above with T'i = i {or i = 1, .. . , Nt is a homoge­
lleoua, first order Markov process (see [7]). 
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Notice tha.t 
(2.4) 
So tlr+l depends only on t�o, .SJr and "lr+I· Also from (2.4) 
the tranaition proba.bilities for the homogeneoua vector pro­
cess Skare for 1:5: r,. :S Nt: 
which a.re independent of k. 
if slo = (q- i,rl.) 
and s.+l = (q;, .,..h + ll 
if S1r = (qi, Tk) 
and s1r+1 = (q;,l 1. i i' 1 
otherwise 
(2.5) 
Rem11rk: II for some integer Ni < Nt, .,.., is defined more gen­
era.lly as.,., = i, i = 1, . .. , N: -1 and rN: = i : N; :S: i :S: Nt, 
the first order Markov property still holds. However, it ia 
readily shown that S 1r is then not necessarily homogeneous. 
For certain functions a;;(t�o)8 that "saturate" beyond some 
t0, S" is homogeneous and aggregation of states in the sat­
uration region ia possible as di1cuased below. o 
Notation: Denote the set of N = N, Nt states 
{(q1, r1 ), ... , (qN,, TN,)} as {Ql, Q2, ... , QN }, although, 
not necessarily in the same order. We will denote elemt 
of this set by integer subscripts, usually m or n. A 
for Q.., = (q,,r,.) and Q., = (q;,T!) where m,n E [1, . 
.,.,. , Tf E [1, Nt], q;, q; E [1, N,J, denote the transition pro; 
bilitie.s of the homogeneous S k process by 
= (a� ... ) 
= ath,i),(l,j) � P(Sir+l = Q,.IS�r = Q...,).(2. 
2.3 Aggregation 
In proving that S 1o is a homogeneous Markov process abov• 
it is assumed that T'i = i and Nt is the maximum duratio: 
time in any state. Since we may not know this value we c&J 
set Nt = T, the length of the entire observation sequence 
but then the number of states N = Nt N, will be excessiv• 
for computational purposes. Is it possible to quantise the 
time to the last transition to N; states, where Ni < < T 
with negligible error? We propose to do so by "aggregat­
ing" [llJ the states (qi, rN: ), (qi, rN:+l ), ... , (qi, TN,) into a 
aggregated state 
Aggregation Property: We have proved in [7] that the 
above aggregation leads to negngible small errors for a. cer­
tain class of functions ai;(t0) defined in (2.1) satisfying for 
arbitrary small E > 0 and Ni < t,. < Nt = T 
More specifically, the DEDS model with transition proba­
bilities that exponentially converge, and the discrete semi­
Markov process with Poisson distributed transition times 
satisfy (2.8) and so can be aggregated. Simulations show 
that in most cases for such processes, choosing Nt so tha.t 
E < 0.05 is adequate. For the rest of this paper we set 
Nt = Ni < < T where Ni is suitably large (usually less 
than 50) to resuli in negligible error. Of course, now (2.4) 
i� modified aa � 3 Estimation and Maximumisation of HSMa ual�-
'
;
' 
• 
- I 
if -'lo+l = "• and t�o < Nt 
if -'lo+1 = "• and t�o == Nt 
otherwise 
the EM algorsthm 
i 
(2.9) 3.1 Estimation Objectives 1 
Also from (2.4) we ha.ve 
ar,( r,.) if s. ::: (q,, r,.) and 
S�o+1 = (q,, r,.); r,. = Nt 
a11(r,.) if S�o == (q&, r,.) a.nd 
SH1 == (q,, r,. + 1); 1 'S r,. < Nt 
af;(T�&) if S�o == (q,,r,.) a.nd 
S1o+1 = (1,q;), i "# j, 1 'S r,. 'S Nt 
0 otherwise 
(2.10) 
Hence the transition probability from state S 1o = (t�o, "1o) 
depends only on the previous state S 1o -1 = ( t 1o -1• "k _ t). 
Another a.pproa.ch of aggregation, which assumes a. periodic 
transition probability, would be to aggregate states together 
that occurred a.t the same part of a. period. In this case the 
transition probabilities would not be required to decay to a. 
constant. The corresponding aggregation error is given by 
lao;(t�: + P)- ao;(t�:)l < e (2.11) 
where P is the calculated period. 
Transition probability matrix sparseness: Notice that 
with r,. = h for h < Nt == Nt, the relationship between (2.1) 
a.nd ( 2.6) is 
Given the Semi-Markov model described above which h-. 
been formulated as a. Markov model, a.nd a. observation ... 
quence Y11Yl1Y31 ••••• ,y�: denoted Y�o there a.re three at&�. 
da.rd HHM problems which can be solved. 
State Estimation: Given a. noisy observation sequence Yr 
how do we obtain a. maximum a. posteriori (MAP) state 
estimates of the semi-Markov chain, S�o k E [1, ... , TJ. 
Parameter Estimation: Find the ML estimate >."'1 o{ the 
HSM, where -\"'1 = argmaz ;. f(Yti.X). 
3.2 The EM algorithm 
We use the EM algorithm [9] a.s follows. There are two step1 
to the EM algorithm. The E-step a.nd the M-step. The E. 
step involves the calculation of Q-function. Definition: The 
Q-function is defined as 
Q(A,X) = L P(QIO,A)Iog[P(O, QIX)] 
" 
(3.14) 
The M-step requires the maximumisation of the Q-function 
over the parameter space. 
E-step 
6 6 6 6 . . The E-step requires the calculation of the Q-function, Def-a,,(r,.) = a(l•.i),(/>+1,&)• and a;; (r,.) = a(l<,i),(l,j)' '# J, 1 'S r,. "fn!f.lon: The Q-function is defined as (2.12) 
Clearly A' has (N. Nt)l = Nl elements. However, since Q(A,X) = L P(QIO,A)Iog[P(O,QIX)J tk+l is restricted as in (2.9) to only three possible values, 
simple calculations show that (Nl-N: Nt) elements of A6 Q 
f a.re zero. For i,j E [l, . . . N.], only the following elements T N N T N " 
�.::.,:.:�· :
::
y 
:).('.il' ; + i; �d •IN,O) (N,,O
) � 
8 � ?; ((m, n} log�. + 8?; 7>(•} log b.(q. ; �� 
(2 13) 1 -(y,.- q,.)2 · where b,.(q,.) == � exp( 2 ) 1; Consequently, in any scheme to estimate A 8, only the v 2 7r u, 2 u w 
N: Nt elements of A8 in (2.13) need be estimated. 
2.4 Hidden semi-Markov Models 
Semi-Markov processes embedded in noise are ca.lled Hidden 
Semi-Markov Models (HSMMa). Given the semi-Markov 
process SA: = (.t�c, t�c) hidden a.re, that is indirectly observed 
by measurements YA:. We denote the sequence the sequence 
Yl, Yl1 • • • , YA: by Y •. The vector of probability functions 
b(.) == (b,..(.)) = P(y�oiS• = Q,.) where Q,.. = (q&,r,.) 
is assumed invariant of the times k a.nd r,.. So b,..(y�c) = 
bi(Y�c) = f(Y�ol-'1: = q&). Also assume the independence 
property f(YA:I-'• = q,, Ji:-1 = qj, Y A:-d = f(Yi:l-'• = q&). 
Assuming corrupted by zero mean, norma.lly distributed 
white noise as follows: YA: = "• + WA:, w• ,... N[O,u!J. 
Then b,(y�o) = (-/fiu..,)-1ezp(ly�- q0l2 /(2u�)). 
Further, assume that the initial state probability vector.!: = 
(1r,.. ) is defined from 1r.,. = P(S1 = Q,..). The transition 
probabilities A8 are defined as in [6]. The vector HMM for 
the S• process is denoted A= (A8,b(.),.!:). Of course A 
also denotes the HSMM for the S� proce11. 
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d ( ) 
a�c(n) .B�:(n) a.n "fA: n = N 
I:m=l a�c(m) .B�(m) 
d c ( ) _ a�c(m) a,.,.,. b,.(YHl) .B�o+l(n) an �k m, n - N N 
I:g=l 2::,.=1 a�c(g) ag,. bk(YJ:+d .B�o+1(h) 
(3.15) 
To calculate the or.,,B, 1 a.nd € variables the forward-backward 
procedure ca.n be used. Forward-backward Procedure 
As with the standard HMM paoblem recursive formula. for 
updating the forward variable a�o and then backward vari­
able .B�c a.re readily found. 
1f,.b,.(yl) 
(t a�o-1 (m) a,.,.,.) 
f3T(n) 1 
N 
La,..,. bm(YA:+d .B�:+l(m). 
m=1 
where n,m are the vector states 
(3.16) 
, ,,nd �� requires of the order N! NfT floating 
,... .... , . � ..I though a. lot of the t�anaition probabil-·�rau�.Jn• _. ro a.nd with little refinement the number of .� h• te 2 -
be reduced toN, NtT. The varialbe. can now 
t•• , an 
·�· ..Jculate the Q-function . 
... ...-u lJ 
� 
"" •41•l' 
1 .. um- Welch re-estimation formulae require. the t. •·" t!\C ! 
• 
,.,11va.u ves of the auxili&ry function, Q. For par-
_.,.. 
110n..J forma of the transition probabilities the 
... • .  -.� JnL 
..... 1.,11va.uves will differ. The general procedure used .-
1 he es timates the parameters is to find the ze-. ,....,., · • 
• ,,arti..l derivatives a.nd then use these zeros as ,. • t.,e , . 
110no of the parameters. That is, .. -·�:a• 
,,,,the tl+l)th pass, 
. aQ, 
a,+1 = a, : -a = o. a, 
(3.17) 
. ...,_ �eum .. uon formulas a.re based on a. single update a.t 
_a ,&1•· ! lowever, for parametric forms with numerous 
.-..-rlen 11 may be possible to update several parameters 
�. , ... :. p&ll under some conditions. 
T N 
a� = � L(Y�o- L ·n(n) q,.)2 
Application 
k=1 "=1 
(3.18) 
(3.19) 
1 .... two example of the application of the EM algorithm 
' : rhe DEDS example 
-' ·lemonstrate our propc1ed scheme we use one example 
... am.,terised function which has been motivated by a. par­
." ••u biological signal problem. We define the transition 
t•J�&bdities in terms of the allowable physical s tates q = 
:, . •  'l, ·-IN, a.nd the time from last transition t�o = 1, 2, ... Nt, 
••rr" these a.re measured in terms of sampling periods 
•1h•r then a.ny actual time unit. Remembering that the 
•m•·\lariwv state is represented asS,. = (q;,t�o). In our 
.._'"" number of physical states is limited toN, = 2 and 
'·• ''"n.,tion probabilities vary as 
• .. .r,l"' exp(-r;t�o)(d; +b;sin(w;t�o +.P;))+c; if t, < Nt 
'·• t •! "= exp( -r;Nt)(d; + b; sin(w;Nt + ,P;)) + c; if t�o � Nt 
if i :p. j 
(4.20) 
.. .., ·usuming that the state levels and noise variance are 
'•·••n · because these problem have little interest, Q be-
'.lrn�. 
T No 
+ L L �1c(2,t, 2, t + l) log[e-r2t(d2 + � s in(Wl t +<h))+ c2) 
lt=1 t=1 
T No 
+ L L �Jc(2, t, 1, t + 1) log[l- e-r21(d2 + � sin(w2t + 4>2))- c2] 
11=1 t=1 
To maximise this unconstrained function, noting that the 
constraint that probabilities must s um to one has already 
been included in the function, we must equate all the partial 
derivatives of Q, with respect to the model parameters, to 
zero . 
These partial derivatives a.re 
T No 
a Q .L .L . . _-_r..:..; e�--r_; t..:..< d;:...:·�+.:.__b'=--· s.::in.::..o(� w.:...; t_ +:_..:..P.!.'i l:..:_l - =  6,(t,t, t,t+l) . 
ar; e-r;t(d; + b; sm(w;t + ,P;)) + c; lt=1 t=l 
T N, 
+ """""" �lc(i,t,j,t + 1) -r;e-r;t(d;.+ 
b; sin(w;t + <f>;)) 
L.. L.. e-r;'(d; + b; sm(w;t + <!>;)) + c;- 1 
lo=1 t=1 
(4.21) 
(4.22) 
T No 
aQ .L.Lt:(" . 1) 1 - = '" t,t,z,t + . ac; e-r;t(d; + b; sm(w;t + ,P;)) + c; 
k=1 t=1 
T No 
l 
+ """" �k(i,t,j,t+1)-----. -------L.. L.. e-r;t(d; + b; sm(w;t + ,P;)) + c; - 1 
.1:=1 t=1 
(4.24) 
T N, 
oQ . . e-r;t 
- = """""" �,�:(z, t, z, t + 1) -----. ----­ad; L.. L.. e-r;t(ct; + b; sm(w;t + ,P;)) + c; 
k=1 t=1 
T Nt 
e-,.;t 
+""" """� �o (i, t,j, t + 1) ------------L..... L.. e-r;t(d; + b; sin(w;t + ,P;)) + c;- 1 k=l t=1 
(4.25) 
T N, 
aQ L L t: (. . 1) _e_-r_;_ tb..:, ;t,...c_o....: s(:..w..:,;t_+.:....,.:..P..:..i):__s_in__:(_w.:...;t _+:........:_ .P�;) -- = ...  t, t, t, t + . aw, e-r ; t(d; + b; sm(w;t +.Pi))+ c; 
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k=1 t=1 
T Nt 
.L .L ( . . ) e-r;tb;t cos(w;t +<I>;) sin(w;t + ,P;) + �.I: t, t,;' t + 1 __ _..:. _ _..:._;_. _;_...:...:.:___..:.,-:.._;_..:....::..:... 
e-r;t(d; + b; sm(w;t + ,P;)) + c; -1 
.1:=1 t=1 
( 4.26) 
I 
0.9� 
0.9 
0.85 
0.8 
'i0.75 
0.7 
0.65 · ·f 
0
.85t 0· 5ol.---�2�--�4-----o-s-----:-----:',o· 
nmeloluiT.-
r=0.15,b=0.9,c=.6,d=.4,w=l.25 and <P=O 
Figure 4.1: The estimation of semi-Markov chain in medium 
noise 
T N1 
I: I: 
e-'"•'b· cos(w·t + 4>·) sin(w·t + 4>·) 
+ 6,(i, t,j, t + 1) . ' '. ' ' ' e-'"•'(� + b; sm(w; t + ,P;)) + c; - 1 
1:=1 t=l 
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noise is half that of the difference in levels. 
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